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Abstract.
We consider the question under which conditions
a zero-dimensional compact universal algebra 21 of finite type is
profinite in the sense that the intersection of all closed congruences
on 31 with finite quotients is trivial. This is known ([2], [9]) to be
the case for typical algebras such as groups, semigroups, Boolean
lattices (or distributive lattices) and associative rings, but not in
general. In this paper we show that if the underlying algebra ci"
the ?I has generalized associativity and distributivity (see definitions
in §1), then 21 is always profinite. It then follows directly from [2]
that the two categories of all residually finite associative, distributive universal algebras of the same finite type and of all zerodimensional compact ones are in adjoint situation. From this it is
shown that all projectives in the latter category are completely
characterized in terms of free algebras in the former category.

1. Terminologies and definitions. In this paper, terminologies and
definitions mainly follow those in [5] for universal algebra, those in [8]
for category theory and those in [2] for the others. Throughout this paper
all universal algebras will be of finite type, i.e., by a T-algebra we mean a
pair (A, (fi)iej), where A is a set, (f)ieI a family of operations: rnaps/^
of Am' into A, m¿ the arity of the/2 that is a nonnegative integer and /
is a finite ordered set {1, 2, • • • , /}. And we say that it is of arity type
T — (mx,m2,

■ ■ ■ ,mt).

By a topological r-algebra we mean a triple (A,(f)isI,3~),
where
(A, (fi)i<n) is a r-algebra and 3~ is a Hausdorff topology on A under
which each f is a continuous map of the product space (Ami, 3~mi)

into (A, ST).
Let 31 be a r-algebra (A, (f)isy, («„)„*, (nr)r<a), where (f)ieN is the
family of all operations with the arity m>.2, (uv)veM the family of all
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(«1^=1) and (nT)TeLall nullary ones («7r=0), and N=

{1, 2, ••• ,«}, M={« + 1,--- ,m) and L={m+l,-

■■, t}. 31 is said to

be associative if for each/i (i e N)
fiifii<*i, a2, ■ ■ •, ami), am.+1, • • •, a2m._x)
= /j(al>/i(a2>

' ' ' J am(+l)> am,+2> ' " " » a2m¡-U

'

= fiia\, ■■■,fiiami, ■■■, a2m._x))

for all ake A, k=l,2,• ■,2m¡—l, and for each uv, there exist two
integers n(/»)^0 and £(/»)§: 1 such that
ul{v)+k{v)(a) = u;Mia)

for all a e A.
31 is said to be distributive if the following (i), (ii) and (iii) (or (i),
(ii)' and (iii)) are satisfied:

(i) For each pair of^- andf with /</in N,

fiia\' '"> ak-\JiQ>\, " ' »U> a*+i, ' " ' »am)
= fiifiial> " ' ' a*-l> °\> ö*+l> " " " >am,)> • " >
/j(ûl>

" " • i «k-1. &mj> fljfc+1»"

' ' am ))

for all am and è„ e ,4 and all k ik= 1, 2, • • • , m,).
(ii) For each/¿ and each uv, either

",.(/<(fli.- - '. M

=/il">mi).

• • • >"*K))

or
uvifi(ax, • ■• , am.)) «/<(ai,

• • *. a*-i. "»(a*), a*+i> ' ' * • am.)

for some k ik=1, 2, • • • , m,-).
(ii)' For each_/i and each uv
upifiiax,

■■■ , ami)) =fjiuviax),

•■, uPiam>¡)

for some/, with «í¿=/Mj.
(iii) For each pair of uP and uq, wa(wi)(a))=i/J)(i/()(a))for all sei.
Obvious classes of this type of algebras are, for example, sets with
trivial operations, semigroups, distributive lattices, groups, rings, and
lattice-ordered (semi) groups. Boolean lattices are of type (i), (ii)', and
(iii). For a ring, fx is the addition, f2 the multiplication, u3 the unary
operation of the inverse offx and N is the ordered set {1, 2}.
Let 31=(A, (f)i£l) be a r-algebra. By a residually finite congruence
relation 0 we mean a congruence 0 such that the cardinal |3I/0| of the
quotient algebra of 31 by 0 is finite. An algebra 31 is said to be residually
finite [1] if the intersection of all residually finite congruences of 31 is
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trivial, namely, the diagonal AA of A. For example, every set with trivial
operations, every distributive lattice and every Boolean lattice are always

residually finite.
2. Zero-dimensional compact algebras. Let sé be an equational
class of associative and distributive T-algebras. Let Ksé (K0sé) be the
class of all topological r-algebras whose underlying spaces are compact
(respectively, compact zero-dimensional) and whose underlying talgebras belong to sé, and Fsé the class of all finite r-algebras belonging
to sé'. If each algebra in Fsé is given the discrete topology of its underlying set, then we have Fsé c K0sé c Ksé'. A closed congruence 9 on
21 e Ksé is said to have finite quotient if the quotient 21/9 belongs to
Fsé. If the intersection of all closed congruences on 21with finite quotient
is trivial then 21 is called a profinite r-algebra. Let Pro Fsé he the class
of all profinite r-algebras in Ksé'. It is known that Pro Fsé c K0sé.
Regarding the identity Pro Fsé=K0sé, we know that groups, semigroups,
distributive lattices and associative rings are always satisfied; on the other
hand, there is the following counterexample [2]: the Stone-Cech compactification ßN of the set of all integers N together with the continuous
extension of the successor function : n-*-n+1 is a zero-dimensional compact
algebra, of type (1), but not profinite since it has only countably many
open-closed congruences and ßN is not metrizable. Now we show in the
following theorem that Pro Fsé=K0sé for suitable sé.

Theorem 1. If 21 is a zero-dimensional compact associative distributive
T-algebra, where r =(mx, ■• • , mk), then 21 is profinite.
Before the proof of the theorem, we give several lemmas and notation.
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 1. If X is a zero-dimensional compact topological space and G
is an open subset in the product space XxX containing the diagonal Ax
then there exists a closed and open equivalence relation R contained in G.

To simplify we introduce the following notation :
For

'H=(A,fi)^N,(uv)]>sM,(nr)reL)eK0sé

let R be an equivalence

relation on A.
Let (a, b) be a pair of elements in A.
For an operation^ (/' e N)

fi[a]RfAb]

iff fi(xx, ■■■, xk_y,a, xk+x,• • •, xm)
— fi(xl, ' " ' >xk-l, b, xk+l, ' ' ' >xm,)W
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for ail x, eA (7=1,2, ••• ,*-l,*+l,--m<).

(2)

fJ&WJm

, m,) and all k (/c=l,2, •••,

iff /,[/,[«]]a/J/íMI

namely,
fiixi, ' " ' j Xjt-iî/iO'ii ' " * i J'i-i) a, j'i+ij ' " ' >y m,-)»*jh-i> ' " ' ' xmi)

= fiixx, ■■■, Xï+JAju

■■■, b, ■• ■, ym), xk+x, ■ ■, xm)iR)

for ail xm and yh e A, and all k and / ik= 1,2, • • • , m(, /= 1,2, • • ■,
/7i3) • • •.

M M—fJLàlRfifi-fJLb)

m

¡«m ■■■UM]■■•]Rftlf,■■■[/,[«]]
•••]■

Lemma 2.

If R is an equivalence relation on 31= iA, (f)iey,

(Mj,)s6.w>

(«r)T6£)
thenffila]Rff[b] implies
f iff ¿a] RfiffAb]for eachpair ia,'b)
of elements in A.

Proof. Let (a, b) satisfyff¿a] Rffib].
By the associative law, we have that, for each/, k, IE {1,2, ■■■, wj,
/i(*i» • •- »Xi,fi(y}, ■•■, yk,fi(zx, ■• ■,z„a,
=fiifiixx,■

■• •, zm.) • • • ym.) ■■■xm>)

■■,x¡,yx,■ ■■,yk,zx,■ ■■,z„a,••■),-■

■,fizmi,

•■),■••,xm)

ifj + k + l+l^mi,
=fiifiifiixi,

" ', Xj, yx, ■• •, yk, z, ,•••)•••

z¡, a, • ■■, zm¡, • • •, ym¡, • • •, xmi)

ifj + k + l + l>mi.
In either case, by hypothesis, the expression is /^-equivalent to the corresponding expression replacing a by b. Hence we have fiff [a] Rfiffdb].
Lemma 3.

implies

With the same notation as in Lemma 2,

fi ■■-fkfififi■■-/«[a]Rfr- -fJififi ■■-fm[b]

fi ■■-fJififift ■■-/Ja] Rfr' -fkfiffift ■■-fJb].
Proof.
Let a' be an arbitrary expression in fx ■■-fm[a] and b' its
corresponding expression replacing a by b in/¡- • •fm[b]. By the same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, it follows that/^ • • •f^fffAa']
R
fi ' ' 'fkfififAb']. Hence we have the required result.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let31= iA, (f)ieN, (wp)„eM»
KW> ^")» where
7V={1,2, • • • , «} and M={« + 1, • • • , m}. By Lemma 1, 31 has a closed
and open equivalence relation R such that R c G for a given open subset

G in iA x A, F x $~) containing A^.
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Let r¡ be the set of all pairs (a, b)e R satisfying the following 2« conditions (CX)~(C2„):

(Cy):f[a] R f[b] for i=l, 2,---,n,

(C2):fif[a] Rfifilb] for all i andy e N with i£j, • ■■

(Cr):fif---fl[a]Rfif---fAb]

for all i,f,---,leN

y'_- • •_/, where the number of operations/,

with z'=

• • • ,fl is r, • • •

{C2n):fyfyf2f2
■■-fnfn[a]Rfyfyf2f2' ■■/,/„[*],
where all indices i,j,- • • , leN in (CjMCaJ
are allowed to repeat
not more than twice. Then r¡ is a congruence on the algebra (A, (f),^)
without unary and nullary operations. In fact, since r¡ is clearly an equivalence relation on A, it suffices to show that for each pair (a, b) er¡,

fk[a]r¡fk[b] is satisfied for all k eN [5]. To this end, we show that the

pair (fk[a],fk[b\) satisfies (QMC*,).

Firstly, fk[a] Rfk[b] is true by

(Q). To check the condition (Cx) of the pair (fk[a],fk[b]),
two cases:

we observe

(1) if i<k in TV,then by (C2)ffk[a] Rfifk[b],
(2) if k<i in N then by the distributivity offk and f, we may interchange f and/j. so that we can apply (C2) to obtainffk[a] Rffk[b).
Now to check the condition (Cr), we have to consider several cases:
(1) if i<i- - -^/=rc and k is not repeated more than twice, then by

(C^) wehavedirectly/,/,• ■-ffAa) Rfif ■■ftfk[t>),(2)if ,'=- • •=/<*
and k is repeated three times, then by Lemma 3 and (Cr) we have the same
result, (3) if l^k, then by the distributivity and Lemma 3, we may arrange
the indices {/, •••,/,&} in the natural order and k is not repeated more
than twice so that one can apply (Cr) or (Cr+1) to obtain the same result.
Finally, for (C2n), k must be repeated three times. Therefore applying the
distributivity first and Lemma 3 second we have fxfx • • -fnfnfAa\ R
/i/i

• * -fnfnfÄb]

by (C2n). Hence »?is a congruence

on (A, (ff)ieN).

Now we show further that r¡ is closed and open in (Ax A, ZTxST).
Let (a, b) e r¡. Since R is open and all/, are continuous, there exist open
neighborhoods Ua and Vb of a and b, respectively, such that Ua x Vbc r¡.
For each given expression in (Cr) we can find open neighborhoods U
and V of a and b, respectively, such that every pair of elements in Ux V
satisfies the given expression. Since the number of all different expressions
in (Cr) (/=!, 2, • • • , 2«), is at most finite, the intersections Ua and Vh
of all such neighborhoods U of a and V of b, respectively, are still open,
and UaxVb<= r\. Thus r¡ is open. It is easy to see that r¡ is closed since R is.
Now we construct a closed and open congruence 9 on the same algebra
21 such that 9 c r¡. Let 9 be the set of all pairs (a, b) in r¡ satisfying the
following conditions:
(D,)~(DH):
(Dr): «„(«,(• • -(ut(a))- ■•)) = »>,(■ • -(ut(b))- ■-))(r¡),r=l,2,
- - - ,s-l,
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where s= («(/») +kip))+■• -+(n(t)+k(t))
and each index p in (Dr),
r=l,2, • • • ,s— 1, may be repeated a number of times less than n(p)+k(p).
Then by the distributivities (ii) and (iii) (or (ii)' and (iii)), it is not difficult
to see that 0 is also a closed and open congruence on 31, and 0 cr r¡ <=R c G.
Furthermore, 0 is residually finite since 0 is open and IF is compact.
On the other hand, the set G is an arbitrary open subset in (Ax A, iFxlF)
containing A.A, and F is Hausdorff. Thus the intersection of all closed
and open congruences on 31 is trivial. It follows that the 31=(A, (f)i£N,

KW»

("rW< F) is profinite.

Remark. The hypotheses of associativity and distributivity in Theorem
1 are not necessary, for example, profinite nondistributive lattice etc.
However, it is clear by Birkhoff's Subdirect Representation Theorem
that for an equational class sé if each subdirectly irreducible r-algebra
in Fsé is associative and distributive, then Pro Fs/=K0sé iff all 31 in
K0sé are associative and distributive.
3. Projectives in K^sé. Let sé be an equational class of associative,
distributive T-algebras, and let sé0 be the class of all residually finite
T-algebras in sé'. Then sé0 is evidently hereditary and productive in sé.
Consequently, it has free algebras over «s/0 with any set as the free generating set. For 31 e sé0, the family of all congruences 0 with 31/0 e Fsé
forms a basis of a separated uniformity (called the Fsé'-adic uniformity)
on the underlying set A of 31 [2]. The completion of the resulting uniform
space is called the Fsé"-adio, completion of A, denoted by PA. Since
Pro Fsé=K0sé by Theorem 1, we have the following lemma from [2]:
Lemma 4. The functor P of Fsé-adic completion is left adjoint to the
underlying algebra functor U:K0sé-*sé0.

By a projective SI3in A"0,we mean that for an onto morphism /: 31-*-33
and a morphism g : sJ3->-93
in K0sé', there exists «: SJ3-*3Iin K0sé such that

fh=gTheorem 2. ty is projective in K0sér iff % is a retract of the Fsé-adic
completion of a free algebra over sé0.

Proof.
Suppose that ty is projective in K0sé'. Let IF be the free algebra
over sé0 generated by the underlying set S of ty. Let t/sJ3 be the underlying algebra of ^ß. Then we have an onto homomorphism h:F-^-U%
such that «|S=IS. The map «, being uniformly continuous with respect to
the Fstf-adic uniformities, extends uniquely to an onto morphism
Ph:PF^-P(U%)
in K0sé [2]. Moreover, there exists an onto morphism
g:P(Uy})-+ty, namely the back adjunction for SJ3.Since ^ß is projective,
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for the composition g(Ph) and the identity l<pof *ß, we have a morphism
cp:ty-+Pßrsuch thatg(Ph)cp= Iv. Thus <Pis a retract ofPJ^. The converse
is directly from Lemma 4 and the fact that left adjoint functor preserves
projectivity provided that the right adjoint preserves the onto morphisms

[7].
Remark. For any equational class sé, Lemma 4 is still true if K0sé
is replaced by Pro Fsé [2]. Thus Theorem 2 is, after all, true for any
sé with Pro Fsé in the place of K0sé.
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